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Though the practice of astrology is many centuries old, it is only perhaps once in a generation that a

thoroughly new, totally original way of looking at the zodiac is discovered. The New Astrology is

such a system.For those convinced that there is nothing new under the sun--or the stars--Suzanne

White offers a startling and provocative thesis: There are not 12 but 144 signs of the zodiac, each

distinct, each unique, each vital to everyone's quest for self-understanding.By combining the

astrological systems of the traditional Chinese (terrestrial) with that of the Occident (celestial),

Suzanne White demonstrates that each of us is governed by two signs. Hence, a Capricorn Tiger is

likely to be quite different from a Capricorn Cat, as is a Leo Dog from a Leo Dragon, and so on. This

unique blend of Western and Chinese Astrology gives detailed analyses of each of the 144 signs,

including individualized sections of love, sex and romance, business, money, careers, home life and

compatibility (or lack of it) with other signs.Already a best-seller in France, The New Astrology is a

massive undertaking and the result of more than a decade of research and study of the two

systems. It offers insights into not only our own lives, but also those of all who are close to us.

Suzanne White's prose is lucid, candid, and suffused with a sense of fun, but The New Astrology is

above all a serious tool for self-awareness and understand the rich variety of human nature all

around us.
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â€œThe New Astrology is really good, clean, informative fun, and White's adept prose is lucid,

candid and craclking with humor.â€• â€•Times, El Paso, Texasâ€œ...Ms. White [has] put together two



ancient beliefs to further explain heavenly forces on earthly events.â€• â€•The Buffalo Newsâ€œ..it's

written with a light, humorous touch that should attract the browser as well as the serious

devotee.â€• â€•Booklist, Chicago, Illinoisâ€œYou will be surpirsed how often this new combination

system hits the nail on the head and furnishes a much more accurate description of the personality

you are investigating.â€• â€•SCC Booknews

Text: English, French (translation) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

I was introduced to this form of astrology from a friend who was a satanist in the 90's. He told me

how satanism was of the earth and not about devil worship or having sex with four-legged farm

animals. It was refreshing to see someone who was not typical on his views. I got a book similar to

this one from him and was suprised to see how much formulae went into this craft. That book had

sections on rising suns and what-not and it had a very good grasp on me, even though I still don't

know the hour I was born.White does a great job at her craft. I would say she got 80% of me right

and coincendentally about that margin of error for my friends who read the book. She seems to get

80% right, of 80% of my friends. If you took into account, a lacking on the hour you were born. This

girl would be scary good.

Having Suzanne understand how the 2 Astrological guidelines work and be able to combine it into

one explainative about ourselves is quite a feat. This Type of astrology is more balanced than that

of eastern only or western only because a person is still left feeling like a good percent doesn't

describe them. Mainly any astrology is just a guideline to understanding a persons character so that

we can all communicate better and even use our attributes in the right areas of life, weather in

career, families, friends, or aquaintences. Just the Sign of each year/month can tell you about your

character alone, if you can understand its symbol. This helps open up and enlighten any who read

on their own level. I suggest this book or share this book when the situation calls for it, and then the

situation at hand gets better understood and tolerated. Keep it for your own reference!

This is my second copy of this book. (Lent it to a friend and was never returned.) This book is a

wonderful fusion of Western and Eastern astrology, giving spot on character profiles that are

delightful and positive. This book isn't about forecasting in the traditional horoscope sense, but

provides insight into ones own nature from a new perspective. Every combination, from the Aries



Rat to the Pisces Boar/Pig, has its own chapter with a good amount of info on all sorts of topics.

Everyone I've shown this book to has had loads of fun going through it and saying "That's so me!".

I had had one of these books some time ago. I found it to be quite accurate and certainly

appropriate for my needs.I just wish this book could have been available when my and my friends'

children were born. In all cases,we would have known better how to cope with them as well as

knowing who not to pursue relationships with.Knowing who a person just IS alleviates much

frustration and heartache.We would also know who we are and how we can strive to be more

human.

One of my favorite books of all time that combines both Eastern and Western Astrology into a

comprehensive guide for Astrology beginners and veterans alike. Sure it's not religion, but it's

definitely worth a read when you don't have a lot of information on a person, but you want some

insight into their personality.

Great fusion of Chinese and astrological horoscopes and a fun read. Great gift.

This book has so much truth in it - a great read for astrology buffs!

This book is extremely accurate. My sister and i are born on the same day but different years, many

of the astrology books i have read put us together. Though we are very simular, there is very BIG

differences between us. This book not only seperated us (finally!) but it also explain it great detail

why. I would highly recommend this book to anyone!
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